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From the Executive Director

We at JCS International aim to see Mongolians building and restoring 
their families and communities. We love for them to experience full-
ness of life and we work towards this through our many projects and 

placements.

Back in the early years, our very first project was the Alcohol Abuse Reduc-
tion Project in cooperation with the Mongolian Department of Narcology. It was 
one of several efforts to address the problem of alcoholism and its impact on 
lives and families. At the end of this year, we were happy to see another one of 
our projects become independent. TRACC, which focuses on alcohol addiction 
counselor development, has become a local NGO. We are proud to see them move forward and wish them 
many blessings on the work of their hands.

In the �6 years that JCS has been in this country, we have seen many changes. Whilst our initial work 
focused on rural agricultural activities and animal husbandry, caring for the marginalised and vulnerable 
always had our special attention. Especially children have been a priority as they so often have no choice 
and no voice, whereas it is they who are the future of this country! In �019, JCS funded the drilling of a 
well and helped fund the construction of a comfortable toilet for Rainbow kindergarten in the ger district 
of Erdenet. Education and sports have become a focus point of ours in the last few years. We have quite 
a few teachers working at the Mongolian International University and run two afterschool study centres 
in Ulaanbaatar. Our Tenkhee Development Centre in Chinggis City, Khentii, focuses on providing sports 
and education development for the community. They organize many activities and  this year they have 
opened a clubhouse for their Eagle Wings Hockey program. Through ice hockey, children and teens learn 
how to play together as a team,  which contributes to their character development. Helping them acquire 
these life skills has to do with giving hope and chances to escape poverty, so that they are enabled to live 
life to its full!

Something totally different but very exciting happened in Khovd this fall. In October, JCS members, in 
cooperation with the Khovd Fire Department, distributed carbon monoxide and smoke detectors to more 
than �80 homes there. We hope that during the winters these detectors will help families avoid both life-
threatening carbon monoxide poisoning and house fires.

We are thankful for agreements with the Government of Mongolia, which enable us to be here and do what 
we love to do: to serve the people of Mongolia. We are grateful to God, to all our partners in Mongolia, 
and to our staff who make this possible.

_______________________
Elisabeth Mensert-Langendijk
Executive Director

executive@jcsintl.org
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 Generally speaking, JCS projects can be divided into Education Projects and Development Projects. 
These are some highlights of our activities and accomplishments in �019.

Pearls of Wisdom Project (since 2005). Project Leader: Tonya Starner from the USA

 The purpose of our Pearls of Wisdom project is to encourage character growth, healthy relation-
ships and family renewal through book publication, seminar teaching and small-group mentoring.

What we accomplished in 2019
• �70 teens participated in 6 Setting Boundaries seminars.
• 90 parents, teachers and social workers participated in � seminars on Relationship Skills with Students/
Children.
• 11 countryside trips were made to build up community leaders — being faithful with existing resources, 
setting future goals, and being intentional about self-improvement.
• 4� mentoring groups for ladies in the city participated in 84 lessons about character growth and inner 
healing.
• � bestsellers were reprinted — promoting strong marriages, using one’s strengths to encourage others, 
as well as overcoming one’s inner struggles.
• 7 new titles were published through our partnering NGO on measuring emotional health and maturity.
• Through sales and donations, 4,784 books were distributed.
• Five print runs produced a total of 11,149 books.
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Shining Stars Project (since July, 2012). Project Leader: Shino Yada from Japan

 The main purpose of this project is to help children and women who live in poverty.
The project runs � activities: 1. The Children’s Study Enhancement Center, where local children come � times 
a week to receive help with their studies and homework, and to be provided with a nutritious lunch.
�. The Sewing Center, which teaches local women a trade; the sale of the goods provides funds for the 
Children’s Study Enhancement Center.

What we accomplished in 2019
• The biggest highlight of our project in �019 is that from January onward we have been supporting some-
one to start our new Study Enhancement Center in the �rd district. This new Center is open twice a week. 
Our project workers have made regular visits to that Center to support the activities.
• In the Amgalan Study Center, we have run some special programs. We went on a one-day trip twice and 
took the children to the children’s theatre once.
• Since September, we have had many new 1-�rd grade children. The older children from �-6th grades some-
times help the younger children, which is very good for both groups.

Cultural Center in Khovd Province (since 2014). Project Leader: Marvin Pitman from 
the USA

 Marvin aims to implement projects and provide professional training and support to help develop 
communities in Khovd City and the surrounding areas.
 
What we accomplished in 2019
• During �019, JCS continued to support the Cultural Center project. The primary activity carried out by 
the Center this year was a homework club. Two teachers offered help for primary school students to enable 
them to excel in their studies at school.  One class targeted a small group of children who had been iden-
tified by their teachers. This class was 100% subsidized by JCS. Another class was open to any children 
whose parents wanted to pay the tuition. The tuition rate was set and collected by the teacher. This arrange-
ment allows JCS to encourage not only sustainability, but also individual initiative and local ownership over 
the project.
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Transformation TRACC – TRaining and Counseling Center for Addic-
tion Recovery Project (since 2002). Project Leader: B. Khishigdelger

 The goal of the project is to equip and train addiction recovery workers and counselors to be effec-
tive in helping individuals and families with addiction issues.

What we accomplished in 2019
• From February to May we arranged a Thursday public training in healthy relationships.
• In the spring of �018 we started one group for alcohol codependency; now there are two groups.  Women 
in the recovery group are getting healed from the physical and mental wounds caused by their husbands 
and children who are dependent on alcohol; they are learning to have a healthy relationship with them. 
Those women also invited their friends to come, which shows that the group meetings are effective.
• We started a recovery group for men with alcohol codependency. 
• Every Thursday we cooperate with the Detention Center to arrange � hours of training about alcohol 
consequences and providing law information for drunken drivers, family abusers, and alcoholics who have 
been taken into custody for 7-�0 days. Each time 1�0 participants attended the training.
• Twice a month we visited the State Forced Treatment Center for training about recovery from alcohol 
addiction, and to run a support group. 
.   
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Sports Ministry (since 2017). JCS Sports Coordinator: Aphrezo Krose from India

 Aphrezo works as the JCS Sports Coordinator, building capacity and sustainability within JCS sports 
projects and among JCS sports partners.

What we accomplished in 2019
• Since last year (�018) I have been working with two football teams to help them run their programs and 
be self-supported. This year, the two teams are managing very well; they have understood the methods 
of self-support.
• I organized a youth indoor-football tournament, which was well attended; the players had a very      
meaningful time together. 
• The JCS Sport Department was able to partner with and help the Bayankhongor sport project (boxing, 
taekwondo, football) in different areas as well as help to repair the gym floor. We also organized a picnic 
for all the participants of the different sports teams.
• We helped one of the Bayankhongor football coaches to attend a coaching course and obtain his Asian 
Football Federation D-license. 
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Khovd Community Development Projects (since 2017). Project Leader: Marvin         
Pitman from the USA

 Marvin aims to implement projects and provide professional training and support to help develop 
communities in Khovd City and the surrounding areas.

What we accomplished in 2019
• In October JCS Khovd distributed carbon monoxide and smoke detectors to more than �80 homes in 
Khovd. The idea for the project came more than a year ago when the Pitmans, JCS volunteers in Khovd, 
experienced carbon monoxide poisoning in their own home. CO/smoke detectors are not available in Khovd, 
so JCS imported several hundred in order to carry out the distribution. The local district authorities and 
the Khovd Fire Department were happy to cooperate with JCS. During the week of the distribution, three 
volunteers from the Fire Department were instrumental in visiting homes. JCS staff who had come from 
Ulaanbaatar were also invaluable in organizing and carrying out the distribution. The high point of the week 
was on the Saturday morning. As each home was visited during the week, the residents were given a short 
quiz and were invited to come to the local school on the Saturday morning. Each person who attended was 
allowed to enter their completed quiz about CO poisoning into a raffle. The first � winners each received a 
live sheep. Our hope for this project is twofold. First of all, we hope that this winter the distributed detectors 
will help families avoid both life-threatening carbon monoxide poisoning and house fires. More than that, we 
hope that the detectors that were handed out will spark popular opinion, so that in the coming months and 
years carbon monoxide detectors will become commonplace in the stores and the homes around Khovd.
• �019 marked the last year for the Model Greenhouse project. As was originally planned in �016, if there 
was not a continued need for the greenhouse to operate after � years, the project would be closed down.  
During �0�0, if the greenhouse still operates it will only be in a private capacity.
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Tenkhee Development Center (since 2018). Project Leader: Lesley Ebersole from the 
USA 

 The goal of Tenkhee Development Center is to provide community, sports and education develop-
ment for the people of Chinggis City, by providing a place for JCS and similarly focused organizations to 
host training events and increase people’s opportunities to excel in a continually changing society.

What we accomplished in 2019
• Tenkhee Development Center provides a clubhouse for the Eagle Wings Hockey program. This larger 
training facility provides space for hockey training, equipment storage, team building activities, and character 
development training.
• A new concrete pad was built to provide a training space for summer hockey training. Many hours of ball 
hockey equips players with new skills and also attracts new interest in the sport of hockey.
• A new baseball field was built in the community children’s park to provide an official place for the second 
summer of baseball training. This second summer baseball program was a success as many children learned 
to play baseball.
• Tenkhee Development Center provided English classes for adults to improve their English proficiency. 
Students came from many occupations such as doctors, nurses, store owners, community development 
workers and students.
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Eagle Wings Ice Rink (since November, 2012). Project Leader: Lesley Ebersole from the 
USA

 Eagle Wings Ice Rink is an initiative to promote good health and strong community values by     
providing a winter sports facility and hockey training to the people of Chinggis City, Khentii.

What we accomplished in 2019
• Eagle Wings ice rink provided a safe place for healthy winter activity for the people of Chinggis City.
• Two teams of hockey players were trained for and competed in the national tournament. The U14, age 
14 and under (�006-�007 year players) competed in Erdenet and gained 4th place. The U1� team, age 1� 
and under, competed at the Festival tournament in Baganuur and also gained 4th place.
• To promote hockey we hosted an indoor gym hockey tournament for school boys aged 10. All four Khentii 
schools participated by training two teams and competing in a one-day tournament in October. 
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Greenhouse Project (since 2009). Project Leader: Lesley Ebersole from the USA

 The goal of the project is to promote the health and well-being of the people of Chinggis City.

What we accomplished in 2019
• Each year we assist local kindergartens in educating the children about planting seeds and growing vegeta-
bles. We were able to partner with three kindergartens and help the children plant seeds. The children then 
watered them daily and watched them grow. After that, the plants were transplanted to the greenhouse to 
provide vegetables for the students and staff.
• We were able to provide good quality plastic to repair the � local kindergartens greenhouses.
• We provided advice for soil care and fertilization to increase the yield in participant greenhouses.
• We provided minimal advice for participants who are now independent; their growing of high-quality veg-
etables shows the impact of the program.
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Tsagaankhairkhan, Uvs, Nathaniel Cheshire with family from the USA
 
What we accomplished in 2019
• �019/0�/�8: Partnered with Blue Sky Aviation to facilitate a hands-on medevac training at our remote 
countryside airstrip. 
• �019/0�/�1: Sent four sick children with their mothers on the first air ambulance operation from our 
emergency airstrip.
• �019/10/18: A group of travelers crashed while traversing a mountain pass on one of the unimproved 
countryside roads used to access our village. Two ladies broke their backs and legs. One of their husbands 
died in the accident. The director of our village clinic called us to ask for a medevac flight, so we arranged 
it. On the morning of that flight, the village governor gave us a call to ask if another injured man could join 
the rescue flight. His request was also accommodated. The flight was successful and the passengers were 
grateful for the help they received. We are thankful for the opportunity to have partnered with Blue Sky 
Aviation to facilitate this crucial service. 
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JCS Organizational Development Consultant

 In �01�, the JCS Board of Directors approved the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan. A key element in 
the plan is capacity building in organizational leadership. In �019, through funding provided by First Fruit 
Foundation, JCS has continued to accomplish our set goals and objectives. The major outcomes for this 
year were:

1. About 100 people (Mongolian Executive Directors and Members of the Boards of Mongolian organizations 
attended Board Governance and Management seminars. This year we provided � seminars, each lasting 
� days. The training helps strengthen teamwork and organizational structure stability, and reduce conflict 
between Governance Body and Management. The training also teaches Executives of local NGOs leadership 
skills and encourages leadership accountability.
 
�. There was a week-long faculty training on Teaching Methodology and Curriculum Design to faculty 
members from 7 different training programs. The training focused on methods of adult learning, participatory 
learning, and outcomes-based curriculum designs. We believe that by attending this training the trainers 
and teachers are better equipped to provide student-centered learning.
 
�. Healthy Women Leaders Conferences were held, with an emphasis on the holistic growth of leaders. 
During the � conferences, trainers helped participants understand their inner life, overcome personal 
struggles in order to find freedom from their past fear, shame, or failures. The healing process not only 
helps them be healthy leaders, but also equips them to lead with integrity and transparency.
 
4. About �0 Executives and Board Members attended a 4-day Fund Raising and Partnership Development 
Workshop. The workshop provided concrete, practical training on fundraising principles, communicating 
vision  and  mission, maintaining integrity to donors, and organizational funding sustainability.
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 In addition to having workers in the JCS office and implementing projects directly, JCS also provides 
foreign professional volunteers to our Mongolian partners as consultants, trainers, teachers, or advisers. 

Agape Hospital (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Seulgi Hyeon)

 Seulgi Hyeon, a vascular surgeon from South Korea, is a JCS volunteer at Agape Hospital. Many 
new activities have begun at the hospital this year. The new hospital building is under construction and a 
digital medical recording system is also being set up.
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Mongolia International University (English Education Department and Lan-
guage Education Institute) (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteers: Benjamin and Manje Hurley)

 Benjamin and Manje Hurley both work at Mongolia International University (MIU). Manje is from 
India and has been working there since �014, training future language teachers. 
In March �019, Benjamin, who is from Australia, started working at LEI (Language Education Institute), 
an affiliate college of MIU. He taught Basic English to students needing to improve their English language 
abilities to meet the University entrance requirements. LEI cooperates with the Mongolian Military Academy; 
currently Benjamin is teaching future police officers.

Both husband and wife are involved in reaching out to the students by spending time with them and mentoring 
them. The university has programs that enable the teachers to help the students in their studies and to 
look after their well-being. Both the Membership Training Program and the Student Care Program enables 
teachers to get to know students and their circumstances, and where possible, to help them according to 
their needs, whether educational, mental or physical.
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Mongolia International University (General Education Department) (Ulaanbaa-
tar; Professional Volunteer: Christopher Collins)

 Christopher Collins from Canada started working at Mongolia International University (MIU) a 
few months ago. He is really enjoying his time there! He is grateful for being able to relate well to his 
students, since they are at least ten years younger and have grown up on the opposite side of the planet 
from Canada. Helping them improve their English and laughing with them have been some of the highlights 
of his placement. Chris looks forward to growing together with them over the coming years and supporting 
the goals of the university.

Mongolia International University (General Education Department) (Ulaanbaa-
tar; Professional Volunteer: Imtichila Jamir)

 After a year of hard work in Mongolian language study, Imtichila Jamir from India started teaching 
at MIU. She works in the General Education Department, teaching Advanced English and Practice in English. 
She has found the students to be very cooperative and responsive, on the whole. Overall, she finds the 
class environment to be pleasant, and is hoping for many open doors to reach out to the hearts of her 
students. 
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Mongolian TEE (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Simon Monster)

 Since �01�, Simon Monster from the Netherlands has been working for Mongolia TEE, an NGO 
that provides courses that train people in life skills and character growth (e.g. Abundant Life; Abundant 
Light) and  in leadership skills (e.g. a 4-year Course Certificate).

Besides teaching English in MTEE, this year Simon finished writing a new MTEE coursebook (Working with 
Teens) for those working, or preparing to work, with teens. It focuses on the Mongolian context and on the 
needs of Mongolian teens and workers with teens. By the end of this year, the translation into Mongolian 
was still in process. In the coming few years, more than �00,000 children will become teens, so this book 
will undoubtedly be a useful tool.

Papa Café (Investor: Jung Mi Park)

 Jung Mi Park from South Korea is a business investor who partners with a local business woman 
(B. Tuya) to develop and run a café/restaurant. Papa Café (PAPA International, LLC) seeks to provide a 
healthy social environment and to create employment and job training opportunities. 
In �019, Papa Café had a team of 10 local employees and was able to offer a healthy (non-alcohol, no-
smoking) environment to many young adults as well as to the local community.
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Mongolian Asia Reach NGO (Ulaanbaatar; Professional Volunteer: Bert Mensert) 

 MAR is a compassion ministry, based in Ulaanbaatar, offering practical help and hope to needy 
families and children in the form of medical treatment, education and life-skills training. Bert Mensert 
from the Netherlands works as a consultant for the management of the whole organization; he hopes that 
the staff will grow in their ability to care for the children.

MAR runs several ministries, such as the Children’s Place for Abandoned Children. This year this was 
restructured into smaller ‘family units’. This helps the children to live in a small community. Also, a new 
playground was set up for the children and repairs were made to the building before winter started. 

Bright Future is a restoration ministry for homeless young people. It has moved to a better place and 
started to grow rapidly. A new social worker provides extra support. 

Reaching the Light Development Centre serves rural children with special needs and their families. A new 
branch was started in Inner Mongolia.

Happy Days is a tutoring program focused on education for local vulnerable children. The after-school 
project provided families with fuel during the cold winter in the beginning of the year.
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 19,800 million MNT –  building a well and a comfortable toilet for Rainbow kindergarten in a ger 
district in Erdenet.

 4 million MNT – repair work at a Shelter for those who have been abused. This shelter is under 
the Relational Development Center NGO in Baganuur. 

 Over 900,000 MNT – through the East West Development Cooperation NGO we supported the 
repair work of consulting rooms in prisons #417 and #4�7, and the medical treatment of 9 prisoners.
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 4.8 million MNT – installing an electric heating system for the women and children’s room in the 
Palace of Hope NGO (Betel), which works with homeless people.

 Over 9,681,500 MNT – developing activities and encouraging handcrafts for Streams in the Desert 
NGO, which works with women and families who have experienced physical abuse. 
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JCS Expenses in 2019

Relief 
(₮75,441,823) 

Health
(₮22,079,166) 

Education
(₮202,912,772) 

Administration
(₮200,023,635) 

Development
(₮169,009,992) 

2019 Finance
 
 One of the JCS long-term contributions to Mongolian society is the free services given by our pro-
fessional volunteers. These volunteers are supported by our Member Agencies for their living allowance, 
medical insurance, work expenses and housing. These services cannot be measured in financial terms but 
are highly appreciated by our Mongolian partners.

Aside from these free services, our volunteers and member bodies also donate funds to implement projects 
and support our administration. In �019 the staff contributed �00,0��,6�� MNT towards administration.  
Other donations and activities generated income of 469,44�,7�� MNT. These contributions facilitated the 
activities of our projects and provided employment for 4� nationals in our projects and office. The chart 
below illustrates how these funds were used in different sectors of Mongolian society.  

Other financial documents are available upon request.
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Elisabeth Mensert-Langendijk /Executive Director/
Sam Biro /Personnel Director/
Laura Schlabach /Finance Director/ 
Ariel Ceballos /Projects and Placements Director/
L. Altankhuyag /Partnership Development and Strategies Director/

JCS Leadership Team
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JCS INTERNATIONAL, MONGOLIA 
PO �1 BOX 189
Ulaanbaatar 1��4�

�rd floor Building #�0
Peace Avenue, 1� Microdistrict
�rd Khoroo of Bayanzurkh District
Tel: 976 11 4� �4 6� 
Fax: 976 11 4� �4 68 
Website: www.jcsintl.org


